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This report offers a comparative perspective on the right to housing. Through considering the legal systems of (i) Finland; (ii) Scotland; (iii) France; and (iv) South Africa, this report engages with well-ventilated arguments in Irish political discourse over legal protection of the right to housing. In doing so, we seek to offer a comparative perspective on the principled and practical concerns raised by proponents and opponents of a justiciable right to housing.

Our comparative analysis highlights that there are a wide variety of structural and institutional means by which the right can be guaranteed: there is no ‘one size fits all’ model. The variety of institutional means available to vindicate the right to housing demonstrates that concerns frequently ventilated against economic and social rights - particularly separation of powers concerns - can be addressed. The simple fact is that guaranteeing the right to housing does not necessarily equate to a significantly increased constitutional role for the judiciary. In terms of the efficacy of legal protection, our analysis suggests that a legally enforceable right to housing - while not a panacea - provides a valuable floor of protection. However, the experience of all the jurisdictions considered in this report also highlights that the effectiveness of the right to housing is heavily contingent on the existence of sufficient and enduring political will to vindicate such rights through difficult budgetary, policy and legislative choices.
PART I: CONTEXT AND PURPOSE OF REPORT

As the number of homeless individuals and families continue to rise, the question of how to robustly respond to Ireland’s growing homelessness problem remains pertinent and divisive. The vote of the Convention on the Constitution in favour of greater constitutional protection for economic, social and cultural rights increased the visibility of this debate in media and political circles.1 As the crisis continues there appears to be growing momentum demanding an answer to whether Ireland ought to adopt a legally enforceable right to adequate housing and, if so, what form this right might take. This report offers a comparative perspective on the principled and practical arguments raised in debates between the proponents and opponents of a legal right to housing. Assessing the experience of other legal systems can be helpful in illuminating the possibilities and pitfalls of legislative or constitutional reform.

Political context of ‘Right to Housing’ in Ireland

Following the conclusion of the work of the Convention, in June 2016 the Special Oireachtas Committee on Housing and Homelessness2 recommended that the Convention’s proposal for a referendum on ESC rights be considered in detail by the Joint Oireachtas Committee on Housing, Planning and Local Government.3 Meanwhile, in March 2017, Independent TD Thomas Pringle introduced a bill to Dáil Éireann providing for a referendum on the inclusion of ESC rights in the Irish Constitution.3 While the bill was defeated in the face of Government opposition, it spurred further debate and a commitment by the Government to give the matter serious consideration following receipt of the eventual recommendations of the Joint Committee.5

A few months later in September 2017, the Government announced a rough timeline for several referendums over a two-year period, many of which stemmed from recommendations made by the Constitutional Convention. However, the Government did not propose to hold a vote on whether to place justiciable economic and social rights in the Constitution.6 Instead, the Government reiterated once again that it would reserve its position until the Joint Oireachtas Committee on Housing, Planning and Local Government first considered the proposal of the Convention and reported on its findings.7 With the Joint Committee due to consider the Convention’s recommendation in the coming months, it appears there is growing momentum demanding an answer to whether Ireland ought to adopt a legally enforceable right to adequate housing and, if so, what form this right might take.
Debate over socio-economic rights in Ireland: principled and practical objections

The debate over the merits of a legally protected right to adequate shelter and housing has long divided Irish political circles. For many commentators—ranging from non-governmental organisations, religious organisations, political parties, academics, grass-roots movements—an essential plank of any robust response to Ireland’s current housing and homeless difficulties must encompass provision of a legal right to adequate shelter and housing. For example, in its 2016 *Right to Housing Report*, Mercy Law Resource Centre took the position that a legally enforceable right, while not a panacea to the complex issues around homelessness, would “provide a clear floor of protection in respect of basic, adequate housing for all.” For persons and organizations sharing this view, the right to housing is a necessary, but not sufficient condition for any robust response to Ireland’s current homelessness crisis. Conversely, there has been long standing opposition in some political quarters to providing for this kind of legal entitlement.

The major arguments deployed in the Irish context tend to mirror those found in international constitutional and political discourse more generally, and typically revolve around the undesirability of judicial enforceability of these rights. The arguments primarily focus on two-prongs: first, that judges lack the democratic legitimacy to enforce these rights and that they therefore risk undermining the separation of powers; and second, that they lack the institutional capacity to make the right practically efficacious. The former objection is frequently anchored on a principled basis, primarily based on concerns related to democratic legitimacy and an erosion of the prerogative of the elected branches over sensitive budgetary decisions and resource allocation. The latter objection is a more practical one, and queries whether making something like the right to housing justiciable will be of practical benefit to those it is intended to safeguard. On this view, making a right to housing legally enforceable will make little difference as courts will be unlikely, in practice, to robustly enforce this kind of socio-economic right. This is based on the premise that Courts generally will be unwilling to “incur the wrath of the political branches” or to fulfil undertakings traditionally seen as beyond their own capacity.

These well-ventilated concerns were succinctly encapsulated in the recent Dáil debate over Deputy Thomas Pringle’s ESC rights referendum bill. During the debate, different parliamentarians voiced both principled and practical arguments against the bill. One Minister expressed the view that the issue with the bill which concerned the Government was not about its substance, but its ramifications for the separation of powers. This Minister said the “primary difficulty” with incorporating ESC rights into the Constitution and making them justiciable was that it might place decisions on resource allocation and taxation issues “beyond the control of Government and the Dáil”, insulating them from the “wishes of the electorate”. A second Minister similarly argued that the incorporation of ESC rights would place decisions on resource allocation and taxation under the ultimate “aegis of the courts” which would undermine the “fundamental responsibility” of legislators over these decisions. Aside from principled arguments from democratic legitimacy and the separation of powers, other deputies expressed concern about the practical utility of a justiciable right to something like adequate housing. One deputy expressed an “open mind” in respect of a justiciable right to housing and that he would be in favour of it if it resulted in “individuals getting more housing and more housing being built”. However, he added such a right may have limited efficacy and may only serve to make the “political class feel very good about itself”. He voiced concern that while many have argued for the importance of having a right to housing in the Constitution, in reality such a right “may not assist as many people in practical terms as we hope it would.”
Purpose of Second Right to Housing Report- Informing debate with a comparative perspective

The foregoing debate robustly captures the essence of the discourse surrounding the question of justiciable ESC rights in Irish politics, and highlights how proponents and opponents of these rights are divided based on both principled and practical concerns. Having regard to this debate, this report seeks to address and contribute answers to some of its most pressing questions by offering a comparative perspective on the right to housing. The value of adopting a comparative perspective is that it provides access and insight into a powerful repository of accumulated experience and knowledge, gleaned from analogous legal and political actors in democratic systems grappling with similar problems to our own. Assessing the experience of other legal systems can then be helpful in illuminating the “possibilities and pitfalls” of various forms of statutory or constitutional design which might be adopted to protect a legal right to housing in this jurisdiction. Through considering the legal systems of (i) Finland; (ii) Scotland; (iii) France; and (iv) South Africa, this report engages with well-ventilated arguments in Irish political discourse over legal protection of the right to housing. In doing so, we seek to offer a comparative perspective on the principled and practical concerns raised by proponents and opponents of a justiciable right to housing. Based on our comparative analysis of other jurisdictions, this report makes the following broad points:

- Measures can range from constitutional judicial protection as in South Africa, to statutory judicial protection as in France and Scotland, or ex-ante (before a law is passed) constitutional protection where legislative measures are mainly reviewed by a parliamentary constitutional committee, as in Finland;
- The variety of institutional means available to vindicate the right to housing demonstrates that concerns frequently ventilated against ESC rights- particularly separation of powers concerns- can be addressed. The simple fact is that guaranteeing ESC rights does not necessarily equate to a significantly increased constitutional role for the judiciary;
- For example, a robust but amendable statutory right can be created by the legislature, as in Scotland or France;
- Some countries also adopt alternative forms of constitutional review to protect the right to housing. Finland’s non-partisan Constitutional Parliamentary Committee is empowered to provide robust ex-ante (before a law is passed) scrutiny over government proposals which ensures that ESC rights are given adequate consideration and vindication in the legislative process. Under this system of review measures found to have a retrogressive impact on the right to housing can only be passed after the government has considered amendments to remedy the inconsistency;

- Providing a legal right to adequate shelter and housing, whether by constitutionalisation or by statute, is common amongst well-functioning democracies. Ireland would not be an outlier in making similar provision;
- There are a wide variety of structural and institutional means by which these rights can be guaranteed. There is no ‘one size fits all’ model;
Even if the right to housing is offered judicial constitutional protection, the South African and Finnish experience highlights that judicial involvement offers a floor of protection and does very little to alter the balance of power when it comes to decisions concerning the allocation of resources;

Even in South Africa, which has the strongest form of judicial protection, the Courts continue to offer considerable deference to measures adopted by elected representatives in respect of housing rights. There is no question that the political branches retain ultimate responsibility over taxation and resource allocation;

In respect of concerns over efficacy, our comparative analysis suggests that a legally enforceable right to housing, while not a panacea, provides a legal floor of protection in respect of basic, adequate housing. This has been the experience for each of the jurisdictions examined;

However, the experience of all the jurisdictions considered in this report also highlights that the effectiveness of an ESC rights provision such as a right to housing is heavily contingent on the existence of sufficient and enduring political will to vindicate such rights through difficult budgetary, policy, and legislative choices;

While the existence of a legally enforceable right may be a necessary condition for truly effective and robust protection of a right to housing, it is not a sufficient condition. The role of the elected branches in making difficult budgetary and resource-allocation decisions through the political process remains the most important condition for securing and protecting the right to housing.
PART II: FINLAND

Finland is an economically prosperous and politically stable parliamentary democracy, and widely considered an exemplar in its commitment to social democracy and human rights. The current Constitution of Finland includes a broad catalogue of rights that combines traditional negative rights and liberties with provisions on economic, social, and cultural rights. Finland has adopted a form of constitutionalism where both the democratically elected legislature and an independent judiciary are entrusted with a shared duty to protect constitutional rights. In Finland, constitutional rights to basic levels of social assistance— including housing assistance— have been used as a modest floor of individual legal protection for persons in vulnerable situations.

Constitutional right to housing

Provisions relating to economic, social and cultural rights are included in sections 16 (educational rights), 17 (right to protection of language and minority culture), 18 (right to work and freedom to engage in commercial activity), and 19 (right to social assistance, right to social security, right to social and medical services, and the right to housing). The right to housing is contained in section 19.4 and provides:

“The public authorities shall promote the right of everyone to housing and the opportunity to arrange their own housing.”

Another clause relevant to the provision of housing and shelter is section 19.1, which provides:

“Those who cannot obtain the means necessary for a life of dignity have the right to receive indispensable subsistence and care.”

These clauses are primarily implemented and fleshed out through the enactment of ordinary legislation. However, as will be discussed below, they are also considered justiciable by the courts.
Constitutional review of ESC rights in Finland

Before considering how ESC rights have fared in a Finnish legal setting, one must first contextualize Finland’s system of constitutional review, which is quite distinct from Ireland’s. Finland’s model is considered a mid-way between perhaps the two most well-known models of constitutionalism, in which individual rights are either “supreme law, entrenched and enforced” by the judiciary or “ordinary law changeable by legislative majority” and protected by the political process. Instead, Finland has adopted a form of constitutionalism where both the democratically elected legislature and an independent judiciary are entrusted with a shared duty to protect constitutional rights. Its uniqueness originates in its combination of ex ante review (before a draft law is passed) by a Constitutional Law Committee of Parliament and a limited form of ex post judicial review (after a law is passed) by the courts.

Review by committee of law before it is enacted

The duty of the Constitutional Committee is to determine the relationship between a draft bill and the Constitution and to assess whether the former is consistent with the latter before it is enacted into law. The Constitutional Law Committee is non-partisan and consists of Members of Parliament representing both government and opposition parties. The committee frequently hears expert evidence from professors and scholars of constitutional law in assessing the constitutionality of a draft bill. Committee scrutiny is robust and it is “not uncommon” that the committee finds a government bill has constitutional defects. Should the Committee certify elements of a bill as unconstitutional there is usually a requirement that appropriate amendments are made to the bill during parliamentary consideration.

Judicial review of law after it is enacted

The Finnish model also provides for limited post-enactment review by a court. Section 106 of the Constitution provides that:

“If in a matter being tried by a court, the application of an Act of Parliament would be in manifest conflict with the Constitution, the court of law shall give primacy to the provision in the Constitution.”

Section 106 was not intended to shift the task of securing the constitutionality of Acts of Parliament from the Constitutional Law Committee of Parliament to the judiciary. Rather, the section is designed to plug any loopholes left by the abstract ex-ante review of the constitutionality of government bills, in case there are unforeseen constitutional problems could arise in the courts’ application of the law in particular cases.

ESC Rights before the Constitutional Committee

As noted above, section 19.4 has been primarily implemented and vindicated through the enactment of ordinary legislation. The state’s good faith attempt to vindicate these rights means that there have been relatively few Committee reports concerning government bills specifically discussing them. However, the Committee has referred to the realization of housing rights as a pressing consideration when assessing the constitutionality of a bill. For example, in Opinion No.17 of 1997, the Committee considered government amendments to legislation governing subsidies to entities providing rental dwellings to social housing tenants. The amendments consisted of restrictions...
on the ability of these entities to sell or dispose of the properties in question. The Committee held that the restrictions were designed to secure the legitimate aim of maintaining the provision of State-subsidized housing stock allocated based on need. The Court held that the restriction on the property rights of the housing entities was proportionate given the high social importance of securing the right to housing.33

Although specific treatment of the declaration of a right to housing has been relatively scarce, the Committee has provided more detailed ex-ante commentary on bills touching on the related entitlement to basic social assistance and subsistence. The Committee has, for example, emphasised the special characteristics of the right to indispensable subsistence and care, and described it as an unconditional individual right to a minimum level of subsistence required for the dignity of the person.34 On one occasion, the Committee required an amendment to a social assistance bill to the effect that social assistance benefits could never be reduced to the extent that a person no longer received what amounted to indispensable subsistence in her individual case.35 The Committee added that this right was one that could be directly invoked by an individual, even in the absence of legislation.

The role of the Committee in respect of ESC rights then appears to center on assessing whether government legislation is adequately giving effect to constitutionally protected rights, or conversely having a retrogressive impact that falls under what is constitutionally required.36 The work of the Committee demonstrates its willingness to robustly scrutinize proposed legislation to ensure it results in better implementation of, and respect for, socio-economic constitutional rights.

**ESC rights before the Courts**

Due to the structure of Finland’s system of constitutional review, litigation in courts has not been the primary form of application of constitutional provisions on economic, social and cultural rights.37 However, both the Constitutional Committee and the courts have had regard to the provisions on basic social assistance in assessing the constitutionality of government bills and administrative acts. Although playing a secondary role to the Constitutional Committee, the judiciary have gained an important role in developing the understanding of the legal nature and contents of various economic, social and cultural rights.38 The Finnish courts have never invalidated legislation on the basis that it is inconsistent with the right to housing or other ESC rights. However, the rights have been used as a modest complementary form of individual redress against detrimental administrative decisions, providing a floor of legal protection for individuals in potentially vulnerable situations.

The courts have adopted a range of remedial approaches to protect ESC rights. One method deployed by the courts has been to uphold suits for compensatory damages for breaches of economic and social rights by government or local authorities. In one instance, the court upheld a claim for damages based on a failure to secure timely vindication of a family’s right to child care support. The failure to award the relevant child care support entitlement resulted in a loss of income on behalf of the parents, who had to take leave to look after their child. The court awarded the applicants the cost of their lost income and their legal costs.39 On another occasion, the court awarded compensatory damages for a clear failure of a local authority to vindicate an applicant’s constitutionally protected right to work.40

In addition to claims for damages, the courts also enjoy authority to judicially review administrative decisions of public bodies which interfere with constitutionally protected rights. For example, the courts have frequently quashed local authority
decisions denying social assistance based on a failure to vindicate the section 19.1 guarantee that “those who cannot obtain the means necessary for a life of dignity have the right to receive indispensable subsistence and care”. In one instance, the court quashed a decision to deny social assistance to a university student based on a blanket policy presumption that the applicant, as a student, could obtain subsistence through study loans. However, on the facts of the case the student in question could not secure a study loan due to earlier debts she had accrued. The court quashed the decision to refuse social assistance based on a blanket policy assumption, and held that a decision engaging section 19.1 must be “based on the real situation and needs of an individual and not on the fact that an applicant happens to be in a certain category of persons”.41

In another case, the court quashed an administrative decision to refuse social housing assistance based on a blanket income-threshold based policy which did not take account of individual need. The applicant concerned had entered a debt repayment scheme to keep his home. Under the scheme a significant portion of his income was used to service the debt. As the applicant was struggling to meet the conditions of the scheme and cover his basic living costs, he applied for social assistance to cover his housing expenses. The local authority rejected his application based on a policy presumption that as his earned income was above a set threshold, he did not require social assistance. The Court quashed the decision on the basis that the “applicant had a right to social assistance based on his factual life situation including housing costs, irrespective of the assumptions used when drawing up the debt readjustment scheme”.42

The prominent Finnish legal academic Professor Scheinin suggests that what emerges from judicial treatment of ESC rights is a requirement that applications for social assistance must be assessed on the basis of a person’s individual needs, and that a local authority may not exclude any category of persons from such individual assessment.43 The courts therefore have a role to play when an individual invokes his constitutional right in relation to a state authority who seems to “deny what has been promised in the Constitution”.44 Ultimately, the Finnish judicial approach to ESC rights has taken the form of individual rights and individual remedies being enforced through judicial review of the decisions of public bodies. While some of the cases may “have system-wide implications, the courts have restricted themselves to deciding individual cases without speculating on such broader effect.”45 Thus, it can be said that the rights to basic levels of social assistance- including housing assistance- have been used as a modest floor of individual legal protection for persons in vulnerable situations.

Recourse to judicial remedies in Finland then is a complementary form of legal protection, and the main emphasis on vindicating ESC rights remains implementation through the legislative process. This is a very common theme amongst the different jurisdictions considered in this report. While a legally enforceable right to housing is a useful complementary floor of legal protection, its ultimate success is always bound to the existence of broader political commitment to vindicating the substance of the right though difficult budgetary, policy, and legislative choices. Providing an element of judicial protection does little to alter this reality.

“those who cannot obtain the means necessary for a life of dignity have the right to receive indispensable subsistence and care”
PART III: SCOTLAND

Scotland’s devolved parliament has introduced policies and legislation widely regarded to provide comparatively broad legal protection for those who are homeless or at risk of homelessness. Although not an unconditional right to housing, the Scottish statutory model has been referred to as one of the strongest possible legal frameworks in the world in relation to protecting people from homelessness. There is evidence to suggest that the measures adopted by the Scottish executive and assembly have contributed positively to combating or preventing instances of homelessness. Scotland’s experience highlights the usefulness of a legally enforceable right as a complementary floor of individual protection, but also that its success is inextricably bound with broader political commitment to vindicating the substance of the right though difficult budgetary, policy, and legislative choices.

Statutory right to housing

Although a constituent part of the United Kingdom, Scotland has both a devolved parliament and executive with considerable law-making authority under the Scotland Act 1998. The devolution of housing powers to the Scottish parliament occurred in 1999. Since then, Scotland’s devolved parliament has introduced policies and legislation widely regarded to provide comparatively broad legal protection for those who are homeless or at risk of homelessness.
Obligation to secure settled secure accommodation

A statutorily enforceable right to housing in Scotland is grounded in the Housing (Scotland) Act (1987) as amended by the Homelessness (Scotland) Act (2003). These acts make local authorities responsible for the long-term rehousing of homeless persons. The definition of homelessness in Scottish legislation is quite broad, and includes:

- A person who has no accommodation in the United Kingdom or elsewhere. A person is to be treated as having no accommodation if there is no accommodation which he, together with any other person who normally resides with him as a member of his family are legally entitled to occupy;\(^46\)

- A person who has accommodation but cannot secure entry to it, or it is probable that occupation of it will lead to violence from some other person residing in it or to threats of violence from some other person residing in it and those threats are likely to be carried out;\(^47\)

- A person who has accommodation, but it is probable that occupation will lead to violence, or threats of violence which are likely to be carried out from some other person who previously resided with that person in that accommodation or elsewhere;\(^48\)

- A person who has accommodation that is a movable structure, vehicle or vessel designed or adapted for human habitation, but there is no place where she is entitled or permitted to place it and reside in it;\(^49\)

- A person who lives in accommodation that is overcrowded and may endanger the health of the occupants;\(^50\)

- A person who is not in permanent accommodation in circumstances where, immediately before the commencement of her occupation, a local authority had a duty to house him.\(^51\)

Prior to 2012, the Housing Acts defined which groups of homeless people were considered to have a “priority need” and therefore owed an affirmative statutory duty to be secured in settled accommodation by local authorities.\(^52\) This was commonly referred to as the “main homelessness duty”.\(^53\) For those who were not considered priority need, a local authority owed a lesser statutory obligation to provide advice and assistance. Prior to significant reforms in 2012, priority need was typically reserved to particularly vulnerable categories of people like pregnant women; dependent children; someone vulnerable because of old age, mental illness, handicap or physical disability; as well as those made homeless or threatened with homelessness as a result of an emergency such as flood, fire or other disaster.

However, in 2012 the Scottish government issued the Homelessness (Abolition of Priority Need Test) (Scotland) Order 2012. The effect of this Order has been significant, and means that the provisions of the 1987 and 2003 Act ensure local authorities owe a mandatory statutory duty to secure settled accommodation for all eligible applicants who are unintentionally homeless. Broadly speaking, with the removal of the priority/non-priority distinction, if an individual is found to be unintentionally homeless as prescribed by legislation, then local authorities have a mandatory legal duty to provide them with permanent, settled housing. This legal duty derives from 31(2) of the Housing (Scotland) Act 1987 as amended, which provides that where a local authority is satisfied that an individual is unintentionally homeless, “they shall... secure that permanent accommodation becomes available for his occupation”.\(^54\) In the interim, the local authority has a duty to provide temporary housing until suitable permanent accommodation is available.\(^55\) These affirmative legal duties are enforceable through judicial review if they are not fulfilled.\(^56\) Although not an unconditional right to housing, the Scottish statutory model has been referred to as one of the strongest possible legal frameworks in the world in relation to protecting people from homelessness.\(^57\)
Obligation to provide suitable interim accommodation

As already noted, while a local authority is attempting to discharge its statutory duty to provide secure settled accommodation it has an interim duty to provide temporary accommodation. S.32(5) of the Housing (Scotland) Act 1987 as amended provides that accommodation must meet any special needs of the applicant, must be reasonable for the applicant to occupy and cannot be overcrowded. In addition, under the Housing Acts, the Scottish executive has the power to specify by statutory instrument the kind of accommodation which may or may not be used to fulfill this interim duty. This power has been used to make the Homeless Persons (Unsuitable Accommodation) (Scotland) Order 2004. The purpose of the Order was to end the use of unsuitable accommodation to house vulnerable individuals, such as children and pregnant women. The Scottish Executive’s “Code of Guidance on Homelessness” discussing the order states that:

“Many local authorities, through their homelessness strategies, have been reducing the use of B&B accommodation for homeless families... The Executive has made a new Order (unsuitable accommodation order) on standards which temporary accommodation for households with children and pregnant women must meet. The purpose of this Order is to put an end to the routine use of B&Bs and other unsuitable accommodation for these households.”

The suitability of accommodation is assessed by reference to three types of standards: physical, proximity, and safety. Physical standards include provision of bedrooms, washing, and cooking facilities suitable for the needs of household, as well as living space for children to play and do homework. Accommodation must also be usable by the household for 24 hours a day, which is to prevent households being locked out of accommodation for part of the day. Proximity standards relate to whether the accommodation ensures the accessibility of health and education facilities which are being used by the applicant. Safety standards refer to whether the accommodation is overall suitable for use by children and that it does not pose a risk to safety or well-being. If the accommodation does not meet these standards then it is unsuitable.
Statutory efforts to prevent homelessness

Section 11 of the Homelessness (Scotland) Act 2003 is a statutory measure designed to prevent homelessness, or if it cannot be prevented, to ameliorate its effects and facilitate rehousing as soon as possible. S.11 places a duty on all registered social landlords, private landlords, and creditors, to notify the relevant local authority when proceedings are raised for the possession of a dwelling house.63 Policy guidance issued by the Scottish executive to local authorities described the rationale of the s.11 duty as a means of ensuring that local authorities are alerted to households at “risk of homelessness due to eviction or property repossession at an early stage” so that they “may be able to respond on an individual basis to prevent homelessness occurring.”64

A criticism advanced by some Scottish NGOs working with the homeless is the notable absence of sanctions for a breach of the s.11 duty. The policy guidance note issued by the Scottish executive in respect of s.11 concedes that there are no direct sanctions against non-compliance with the duties under section 11. However, it adds that failure to comply with the duties may impact on landlords and creditors in other ways through decisions or actions taken by other parties, such as regulatory and registration bodies.65 The guidance note also suggests that it is open to local authorities to take action to address non-compliance though awareness raising and provision of information. In respect of the overall impact of s.11 one prominent NGO suggest that:

“There is a mixed picture of how local authorities are dealing with the process. All local authorities give advice and assistance of some level to households who have been notified to the local authority as potentially homeless. The amount of assistance varies however between local authority and type of tenancy from a simple advice letter to the offer of specialist one to one advice.”66

Impact of statutory reform

There is evidence to suggest that the measures adopted by the Scottish executive and assembly have contributed positively to combating or preventing instances of homelessness. The experience highlights the usefulness of a legally enforceable right as a complementary floor of individual protection. A 2016 independent review of the legal duties owed to homeless people commissioned by the homelessness NGO Crisis outlined how:

“Statutory homelessness peaked in Scotland in 2005/06, having grown as a direct result of the gradual expansion in the priority need categories post the 2003 Act, and has been reducing for the past five years...In 2014/15 Scottish local authorities recorded 35,764 homelessness applications, of which 28,615 were assessed as statutorily homeless. The total number of applications has fallen by 37 per cent since 2009/10. In the most recent year, total applications fell by four per cent while ‘assessed as homeless’ cases dropped by five per cent.”67

While this success has been welcomed, commentators have noted that these improvements face significant challenges in the form of a fall in government investment and a reduction in the supply of social housing builds across Scotland. One commentator has observed that the challenge remains for the Scottish executive and assembly to continue to meet their considerable legal commitments in a very different operating context of greater economic uncertainty.68 The Scottish approach reflects a common theme amongst the different jurisdictions considered in this report, namely, that while a legally enforceable right to housing is a useful complementary floor of legal protection, its success is inextricably bound with broader political commitment to vindicating the substance of the right though difficult budgetary, policy, and legislative choices.
PART IV: FRANCE

Like the Scottish experience, the French adoption of a statutory right to housing highlights the usefulness of a legal right as a complementary floor of individual protection, but also the immense importance of equipping such a law with adequate resources to ensure its effective implementation. The experience of both jurisdictions highlights that it is not enough to adopt laws enshrining the enforceability of the right to housing; this will not in itself guarantee people’s rights. Instead, the primary responsibility remains with the elected branches, and the existence of sufficient and enduring political will to vindicate the right to housing through difficult budgetary and policy choices.

Statutory right to housing

Following prolonged campaigning by a broad coalition of NGOs and political actors and aided by high-profile protests by activist groups, in 2007 France’s serious homelessness issues were forced into the national spotlight. In response to sustained political pressure, law-makers passed legislation known as the DALO Act, creating a legally enforceable statutory right to housing. The Act had the result of “completely overhauling French housing policy,” and stipulates that:

“The right to decent and independent housing... is guaranteed by the State to all people who reside in the French territory on a regular basis and in conditions of permanence (defined by a decree the Council of State) and who are not able to access or maintain housing of their own. This right is first exercised through mediation and, if necessary, through an adversarial process.”

The DALO Act is patterned after the Scottish model, and is designed to ensure universal enjoyment to housing for those who cannot access it through their own means. Thus, the DALO Act includes both an entitlement to emergency shelter and a legal cause of action for individuals who have been denied the right to secure long-term housing, thereby helping to ensure security of tenure and accessibility. The most important element of the DALO Act is said to be its “creation of a legal cause of action for a broad range of individuals” who are homeless and entitled to adequate housing.
Qualifying conditions for protection under DALO Act

Individuals qualifying for protection under the DALO Act include:

a) People with ‘priority housing needs’, which is defined as those who are already eligible for social housing and are additionally:
- Are without housing or shelter;
- Are threatened with eviction and have no other housing access;
- Are housed temporarily in a facility or transitional housing;
- Are housed in premises unfit for habitation or otherwise unhealthy or dangerous;
- Are housed in overcrowded or clearly substandard facilities;
- Have a disability;
- Are the guardian of at least one minor child; or
- Have at least one dependent with a disability.75

b) From January 2012, the concept of ‘priority housing need’ was expanded to people eligible for social housing who have been waiting for an “abnormally long” amount of time and not been offered housing.76

Structure of DALO Act remedial mechanisms

Mediation commission

If the above qualifications are met, an individual may file a petition with a local housing mediation committee for urgent rehousing.77 These Commissions are composed of state representatives, local county and municipal representatives, representatives of social housing organizations, and individuals from tenants’ rights organizations.78 The mediation committee undertake an evaluation of the petition to determine whether an individual genuinely has priority status and whether he or she qualifies for urgent rehousing. If the mediation committee decides that the applicant qualifies for urgent housing under the Act they refer his or her case to the local authority Prefect, who is the Central government’s representative at the local authority level. The Prefect must then find suitable social housing for the applicant within a time-period determined by the mediation committee, which is generally between three and six months.79
Administrative court

If a person with a recognised emergency housing need is not rehoused within the time-period determined by the mediation committee, the individual may appeal to an administrative court to have the right judicially enforced. Before January 1, 2012, the only appealable cases were those that were initially deemed “priority” by the mediation committee. However, since then any petitioner may appeal to have the mediation committee’s decision enforced.

Judicial remedies available through the administrative courts include an order requiring the Prefect to house the petitioner in a certain location or the imposition of a fine on the government if the court’s time-frame is not met.80 Thus, if individuals are recognized as statutory rights holders by the commission they can go to court and request timely enforcement. It has been observed that the availability of a legal remedy has profoundly “changed the logic of the right to housing. The right was made enforceable, providing for a possibility to appeal to court, replacing the State’s ‘best efforts’ obligation with a performance obligation.”81

Participation of Grassroots Organizations and Housing Nonprofits

One of the more “unique aspects of DALO is its utilization of community organizations in nearly every aspect of the law.”82 Examples highlighted by these commentators include:

- The composition of the mediation committee, which includes representatives from social housing organizations and tenants’ rights groups;
- The Monitoring Committee, which oversees DALO’s implementation and includes a vast number of representatives from community and housing organizations;
- The committees tasked with reviewing municipalities that fail to meet social housing requirements, which include members of local housing advocacy organizations; and
- The ability for homeless people to receive assistance from government-approved housing organizations during the petitioning process.

Allowing these groups to play a significant role is seen to promote the dual benefit of increasing the likelihood that housing policy will be tailored to community needs, as well as taking pressure off the government when it comes to developing housing policy.83
Effect of enforceable right under DALO Act

Since its adoption, the DALO Law has received a mixed reception. In 2016, the Minister for Housing commissioned a report to identify the strengths of DALO and ways to improve its effectiveness. The study captures many of the positive effects of the DALO Act. For example, the report concludes that the DALO Act has helped lead to more than 100,000 households being rehoused since its adoption in 2007. In its report, the committee notes the significant changes in government housing policies over the past 10 years—particularly increasing housing supply for the most disadvantaged households—and suggests that the risk of judicial proceedings against the State has helped spur this result.

However, for other commentators the statutory right is best regarded “as an additional state aid to accessing housing and not the consecration of a right to housing.” For example, it has been pointed out that since the Act’s introduction the number of households waiting to be rehoused has increased year-on-year, reaching almost 60,000 in 2014. The foregoing demonstrates that while statutory reform has helped ensure a “significant amount of housing has been provided to people in need, DALO still has large strides to make.” As with other jurisdictions then, the biggest challenge to the successful implementation of DALO is the frequent limited availability of social housing units when measured against need. The drafters of DALO Act realized that housing supply would pose a problem and included provisions for encouraging the development of social housing. However, the construction of more affordable rental homes and public housing is undoubtedly an expensive and long-term task. Indeed, the Monitoring Committee established to track the DALO Act’s progress has found that the housing budget must increase substantially to have enough properties to satisfy DALO’s requirements. Based on current predictions, the Committee estimated 500,000 new housing units must be built each year to ensure the right to housing to all who petition and qualify.

Like the Scottish experience, the French adoption of a statutory right to housing highlights the usefulness of a legal right as a complementary floor of individual protection, but also the immense importance of equipping such a law with “adequate resources to ensure its effective implementation.” The experience of both jurisdictions highlights that it is “not enough to adopt laws enshrining the enforceability of the right to housing; this will not in itself guarantee people’s rights.” Instead, the primary responsibility remains with the elected branches, and the existence of sufficient and enduring political will to vindicate the right to housing through difficult budgetary and policy choices.
PART V: SOUTH AFRICA

The institutions, rights, and values created by South Africa’s transformative Constitution introduced seismic shifts in the political and legal landscape that had prevailed during long periods of colonial and apartheid rule. Perhaps the most fundamental change was the displacement of the apartheid-era government with a constitutional democracy that adopted uniquely strong textual protection for a broad spectrum of both civil and socio-economic rights. While poverty and inequality remain extremely high, the constitutional provisions on housing provide a hitherto unavailable basic legal floor of protection for some of the most vulnerable in the State. Aside from practical utility, the South African experience provides lessons that may inform the principled debate over justiciable socio-economic rights in the Irish legal order. South Africa ultimately demonstrates that a justiciable right to housing offers a floor of legal protection, and does relatively little to alter the institutional balance of power over decisions concerning the allocation of public monies and resources.

A Transformative Constitution

The Republic of South Africa is a relatively new constitutional democracy that emerged after a traumatic and violent history of colonialism and apartheid. In 1996, South Africans adopted what has been dubbed a “transformative constitution”.

The preamble of the new Constitution proclaims that the new constitutional order was created to “heal the divisions of the past and establish a society based on democratic values, social justice and fundamental human rights” and dedicated to improving “the quality of life of all citizens and free the potential of each person”. Liebenberg notes that the institutions, rights, and values created by the Constitution undoubtedly introduced “seismic shifts in the political and legal landscape that had prevailed during the long periods of colonial and apartheid rule”. Perhaps the most fundamental change was the displacement of the apartheid-era system of parliamentary sovereignty with a constitutional democracy that includes uniquely strong textual protection for a broad spectrum of both civil and socio-economic rights.

Despite these perceptible shifts, South Africa’s deeply troubled legacy of apartheid and colonialism continues to leave “deep scars on the political, economic and social landscape” of the State. South Africa’s level of prosperity is not on par with the other countries considered in this report, with poverty levels estimated to be in the vicinity of 45%. Moreover, compared to countries like Ireland, South Africa’s unemployment rate stands at a staggering 24%, with youth unemployment rate nearing around 50%. Although poverty levels have declined since the establishment of the new republic, South Africa still boasts some of the highest levels of income inequality in the world. Most of those below the poverty line are still drawn from the historically severely marginalised black community. It is important not to overlook this context when adopting a comparative perspective on the right to housing. The challenges facing Ireland and South Africa in respect of housing and homelessness are very different in their nature and magnitude. That said, the accumulated experience and knowledge gleaned from South African legal and political actors dealing with questions pertinent to the Irish debate—such as how to reconcile justiciable socio-economic rights to democratic legitimacy and separation of powers concerns—can still better illuminate the possibilities and pitfalls of various forms of constitutional design and reform.
Constitutional protection for right to housing

Section 26 of the 1996 South African Constitution contains three sub-sections relating to housing. Sections 26(1) and (2) provide for the right of access to adequate housing, albeit with important qualifications. The relevant sections read:

1) Everyone has the right to have access to adequate housing.

2) The State must take reasonable legislative and other measures, within its available resources, to achieve the progressive realization of this right.

Section 26(3) of the Constitution focuses on unlawful evictions, providing that:

3) No one may be evicted from their home, or have their home demolished, without an order of court made after considering all the relevant circumstances. No legislation may permit arbitrary evictions.

In interpreting these provisions the Constitutional Court of South Africa has issued judgments in respect of claims that the State has (i) failed to respect and protect existing socio-economic rights to housing, its negative duty; and (ii) failed to promote and fulfill such rights, its positive duty. I consider both in turn.

Negative protection for right to housing and shelter

The introduction of a right to housing means that measures which interfere with the right to shelter— for example an eviction— must comply with the proportionality principle. A good example of this principle in action came in *Port Elizabeth v Various Occupiers*, which concerned the operation of the Prevention of Illegal Eviction from and Unlawful Occupation of Land Act 1998. Under this Act, a court could only order the eviction of squatters from private land where it was “just and equitable” to do so, taking into consideration factors such as the availability of alternative accommodation. The local authority argued that when seeking the eviction of squatters, it was not bound to provide alternative accommodation to avoid homelessness. The Constitutional Court disagreed and held that the Act was designed to implement the constitutional right not to be arbitrarily deprived of a home and shelter, and that this entitlement had to be given significant weight in legal proceedings concerning eviction. Sachs J. held that the constitutional protection of the right to housing meant that “the expectations that ordinarily go with title could clash head-on with the genuine despair of people in dire need of accommodation.” In these circumstances the judicial function:

> is not to establish a hierarchical arrangement between the different interests involved, privileging in an abstract and mechanical way the rights of ownership over the right not to be dispossessed of a home, or vice versa. Rather it is to balance out and reconcile the opposed claims in as just a manner as possible taking account of all the interests involved and the specific factors relevant in each particular case.”
The availability of suitable and secure alternative accommodation was considered a very significant factor in this assessment\(^\text{102}\), and in this case the Court held that eviction in the absence of suitable alternative accommodation was disproportionate. In other words, the courts can assess the *proportionality* of any measure that would have the result of interfering with the right to shelter. Liebenberg writes that the right to housing has transformed adjudication involving eviction disputes where there is a potential for homelessness. Prior to the 1996 Constitution, private property rights represented a “*trump, which outweighed other interests, including the interest people have in maintaining occupation of their homes*”.\(^\text{203}\) In contrast, the existence of a legally enforceable right to housing means that courts are now empowered to balance property entitlements and to ensure those at risk of homelessness have their rights adequately protected. It provides a concrete form of protection for vulnerable individuals which previously did not exist.

### Positive protection of right to housing and shelter

One of the earliest and most influential decisions of the Constitutional Court discussing the state’s positive duty towards the Constitution’s housing rights provisions remains *Government of South Africa v Grootboom*\(^\text{104}\). In *Grootboom* a group of homeless adults and children who had been evicted from their informal homes (which had been built on private land) sought an order from the courts requiring the government to provide basic shelter until they could obtain permanent accommodation. The applicants, because they had nowhere to go, had been congregating in a sports stadium to escape the severe winter cold.

The Constitutional Court began by noting that although the debate over the justiciability of socio-economic rights was a well-trodden and controversial one, in the South African legal order the issue was put beyond all doubt by the text of Article 26. The question then turned to how these rights would be enforced by the courts. The Court noted that while Article 26 imposed affirmative and positive obligations on the State, and not just negative ones, these were qualified and not absolute. Instead, the Court said the extent of the State’s positive obligations had to be determined by reference to a *reasonableness* standard. This was to be determined by reference to the three factors in the text of Article 26: (a) the obligation to “*take reasonable legislative and other measures*”; (b) “*to achieve the progressive realization*” of the right; and (c) “*within available resources*”. Applying this standard, the Court issued a declaratory order that the Government was in breach of its obligations, and that Article 26 required the government to adopt an effective and sufficiently inclusive policy for those with urgent housing needs or living in intolerable circumstances.

The South African reasonableness standard has been described as stronger than a traditional administrative law model of reasonableness found in jurisdictions like Ireland, which is generally satisfied whenever a decision is not arbitrary or capricious.\(^\text{205}\)
In contrast, the South African standard requires that measures designed to positively implement socio-economic rights must not only be non-arbitrary, but also “coherent”, “balanced and flexible”, and “comprehensive and workable”.

The Court added that:

“It may not be sufficient to meet the test of reasonableness to show that the measures are capable of achieving a statistical advance in the realisation of the right. Furthermore, the Constitution requires that everyone must be treated with care and concern. If the measures, though statistically successful, fail to respond to the needs of those most desperate, they may not pass the test.”

In a later case dealing with access to healthcare, Minister for Health v Treatment Action Campaign, the Court justified its reasonableness standard, arguing that courts were not institutionally equipped to make wide-ranging factual and political enquiries necessary for demarcating a so-called mandatory ‘minimum core’ standard which the political branches would be obliged to adhere to. This reasonableness model then is designed to accord the political branches a broad latitude to make the “necessary policy choices to give effect to the rights”, whilst at the same time stipulating “factors to guide judicial intervention” when this latitude is exceeded. That is, it attempts to provide life and reality to the right to housing without intruding into the primary responsibility of the elected branches to allocate resources and formulate policy. The Constitutional Court stated that the reasonableness standard better ensures that the “judicial, legislative and executive functions achieve appropriate constitutional balance” in discharging their respective roles.

Implications of constitutional protection for socio-economic rights

As already noted, the institutions, rights and values created by the Constitution undoubtedly introduced “seismic shifts in the political and legal landscape” of South Africa. In terms of practical utility, while poverty and inequality remain extremely high, the constitutional provisions on housing continue to provide a hitherto unavailable basic legal floor of protection for some of the most vulnerable in the State. Aside from practical utility, the South African experience provides lessons that may inform the principled debate over justiciable socio-economic rights in the Irish legal order. Ultimately, South Africa demonstrates that a justiciable right to housing offers a floor of legal protection, and does relatively little to alter the institutional balance of power over decisions concerning the allocation of public monies and resources. By adopting a reasonableness standard, the South African Courts continue to offer considerable deference to the decisions of the political branches, who retain ultimate responsibility over the difficult policy, taxation, and resource allocation decisions required to give positive effect to the right to housing.
PART VI: CONCLUSION

This report has sought to engage with well-ventilated arguments in Irish legal political discourse over legal protection of the right to housing. To recap, the most prominent arguments are two-fold. The first is a principled objection that legal protection for a right to housing fundamentally undermines the prerogatives of the elected branches over policies implicating tax and resource allocation. The second is a practical objection, based on the premise that courts are ill-suited to protect this kind of legal right, and that the utility of such a measure will be nugatory. This report has offered a comparative perspective on the right to housing through considering of the legal systems in (i) Finland; (ii) Scotland; (iii) France; and (iv) South Africa. We consider our examination has implications for the principled and practical concerns raised by proponents and opponents of a justiciable right to housing. Based on our comparative analysis of other jurisdictions, we make the following broad observations:

1. Providing a legal right to adequate shelter and housing, whether by constitutionalisation or by statute, is common amongst well-functioning democracies. Ireland would not be an outlier in making similar provision;

2. There are a wide variety of structural and institutional means by which these rights can be guaranteed. There is no ‘one size fits all’ model;

3. Measures can range from constitutional judicial protection as in South Africa, to statutory judicial protection as in France and Scotland, or ex-ante (before law is passed) constitutional protection where legislative measures are mainly reviewed by a parliamentary constitutional committee, as in Finland;

4. The variety of institutional means available to vindicate the right to housing demonstrates that concerns frequently ventilated against the right to housing - particularly separation of powers concerns - can be addressed. The simple fact is that guaranteeing a right to housing does not necessarily equate to a significantly increased constitutional role for the judiciary over same;

5. Even if the right to housing is offered judicial constitutional protection, the South African and Finnish experience highlights that judicial involvement offers a floor of protection, it does very little to alter the balance of power when it comes to decisions concerning the allocation of resources;

6. Moreover, even in South Africa, which has the strongest form of judicial protection, the courts continue to offer considerable deference to measures adopted by elected representatives in respect of housing rights. There is no question but that the political branches continue to retain ultimate responsibility over taxation and resource allocation;

7. In respect of concerns over efficacy, our comparative analysis suggests that a legally enforceable right to housing, while not a panacea, provides a legal floor of protection in respect of basic, adequate housing. This has been the experience for each of the jurisdictions examined;
8. However, the experience of all the jurisdictions considered in the report also highlights that the effectiveness of an ESC rights provision is heavily contingent on the existence of sufficient and enduring political will to vindicate them through difficult budgetary, policy, and legislative choices;

9. While the existence of a legally enforceable right may be a necessary condition for truly effective and robust protection of a right to housing, it is not a sufficient condition. The role of the elected branches in making difficult budgetary and resource-allocation decisions through the political process remains the most important condition for securing for protecting the right to housing.

Considering these findings, Mercy Law Resource Centre maintains its view that a legally enforceable right to housing, whether provided by increased statutory protection or through the constitution, would not “give a key to a home for all”.

Instead, a legally enforceable right would put in place a basic floor of protection, in “recognition that a home is central to the dignity of each and every person and a foundation of every person’s life.”\[13\]
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